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With the big Texas and Ohio primaries upon 
us, Insights 2008 takes a look at the state of 
the campaigns… 
 
Democrats 
On the Democratic side, the Ohio 
and Texas primaries appear to be 
Hillary Clinton’s opportunity to pull 
victory from the jaws of defeat.  In 
fairness, her campaign may 
already be over, but the media 
seems to be having difficulty writing 
her political obituary.   
This is probably driven by two things – (1) the colossal 
presence of the Clintons since 1992 and (2) errant 
predictions of her demise before New Hampshire.  
 Still, facts are facts.  Hillary Clinton is behind in pledged 
delegates (1,038 to Obama’s 1,193), total delegates (1,279 
to Obama’s 1,392) and total votes cast (even when 
including Florida by about 630,000 primary votes).  
Because the Democratic primary system is proportional, 
she needs blowouts in some fairly large states to catch up.  
That does not appear likely to happen.  Even if Clinton 
“wins” Ohio and Texas each by a few points (and this 
seems like a best-case scenario for her), she does not win 
all of these delegates.  In fact, under the proportional 
Democratic system, the delegates would roughly mirror a 
50-50 split, giving Clinton no significant advantage moving 
forward and not enough delegates to “catch up.”  After Ohio 
and Texas, the next Clinton fallback position is 
Pennsylvania (158 delegates in a closed primary).   The 
Keystone state has its primary on April 22.  But before this 
is the Mississippi primary (33 delegates) on March 11

th
, 

which is sure to produce a fairly strong Obama win.  
Looking at the calendar, it is difficult to see how Clinton 
catches up.  The only relatively large state after 
Pennsylvania is North Carolina (115 delegates) on May 6

th
 

and this should go handily to Obama as well.  Yet the 
Clinton campaign has made noises that it will take this 
campaign to the June 7

th
 Puerto Rico primary.  In the end, 

Robert Novak’s question in his February 25
th
 column may 

be right.  Who will tell Hillary Clinton it is over? 
The Clinton team needs a turnaround quickly.  If the polling 
is any indicator (and it may not be given all the early 
voting), then Clinton’s best chance is in Ohio.  “Winning” 
Ohio and Texas would give her the comeback story she 
needs, but would not give her enough delegates to erase 
her deficit.  Still, a strong performance with wins in Ohio 
and Texas followed by Pennsylvania could move her within 
striking distance and give her campaign a chance to move 
super delegates.  It could happen, but at this point it seems 
less than probable. 
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We have maintained all along that it was critical to 
understand the divergent delegate allocation schemes of 
the parties.  The Democrats’ proportional delegate 
allocation system helps underdogs like Barack Obama, and 
the winner take all system prevalent in most Republican 
primaries, forces a rapid consolidation of the candidate 
field.  If the parties swapped delegate allocation systems (a 
hypothetical explored by the Washington Post’s Shankar 
Vedatam), and the Republicans used a proportional system 
while the Democrats used a winner take all system, Hillary 
Clinton would have run the tables on Barack Obama on 
Super Tuesday by winning large states like California, New 
York, New Jersey and Massachusetts.  Under a 
proportional system, John McCain on the other hand would 
be in a three or four way shoot out to the convention with 
Romney and Huckabee taking significant numbers of 
delegates.  In fact, a proportional system would have 
almost certainly doomed McCain.  However, the parties are 
stuck with the systems they have, and Hillary Clinton’s 
window for clinching the nomination is closing rapidly.  She 
could, theoretically, win the nomination, but it would require 
a quick turnaround in the next few primaries and an 
amazingly effective campaign among Democratic super 
delegates.            
 
Republicans 
Mike Huckabee may still be in the 
race, but this one is all but over.  
John McCain, improbably (and we 
have outlined how incredibly 
improbable this outcome was) and 
to the chagrin of many movement 
conservatives, will be the 
Republican nominee.   
The next question is whom he will choose as his running 
mate.  As we have stated before, the race for the 
Presidency is NOT a national contest, but instead an 
electoral fight over several key states.  For Republicans, 
Florida and Ohio are critical states.  With Ohio (especially 
the northeastern part of the state with old-line metal 
bending industries) undergoing some economic turbulence, 
it is not a dependable GOP leaning state.  If the goal is to 
bolster Republican chances in Ohio, then choosing John 
Boehner (the telegenic Minority Leader from the Cincinnati 
suburbs) or Senator George Voinovich (a popular, though 
aging, former Mayor of Cleveland) makes some sense- 
Martinez may be McCain’s best bet.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
There has been much talk among conservatives 
that McCain MUST pick a conservative running 
mate to ensure that “conservatives don’t stay 
home.”  We totally disagree.  Conservatives will 
vote in the general election and they will vote 
against a liberal Democratic nominee.  They have 
nowhere to go and with Obama’s rating by 
National Journal as the most liberal senator, they 
will vote in rough proportion to 2004.  Besides, 
they understand that two Supreme Court seats are 
at stake and likely to be filled by the next 
President.  A John McCain presidency is far more 
likely to give them what they want than a 
presidency of Hillary Clinton or Barack Obama. 
Expect McCain to send signals (through 
surrogates and praise for conservatives on the 
bench) to his conservative base on this issue.    If 
McCain is looking to extend his electoral reach, 
and he should, look for these running mates:  
 
 

(1) Governor Pawlenty of Minnesota.  

Pawlenty is a maverick (but generally 

conservative) Republican in a blue state 

that could help McCain put Wisconsin and 

Minnesota in play. 

 

 

(2) Rudy Giuliani.  Rudy would help McCain 

be more competitive in the northeast and 

add additional leadership gravitas.  A side 

benefit is his appeal to retired New 

Yorkers in Florida.     

 
 

(3) Former Pennsylvania Governor Tom 

Ridge.  Ridge has a sterling military record 

and years of experience in Congress and 

as a Governor.  The only reason he wasn’t 

chosen as Bush’s running mate in 2000 is 

because his nominally pro-choice voting 

record may have created headaches 

between the Bush campaign and the 

Catholic bishops (Ridge, a Catholic, has 

been denied communion in his home 

diocese because of his position on 

abortion).  Still, his addition to the ticket 

could make Pennsylvania extremely close.                
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The General Election 
With the assumption that this race will be between McCain, 
Obama and Nader, we will take the rest of this report to 
make a few general assertions and criticize others. 
 
Obama Media Honeymoon.  Over 
Don’t take our word for it.  Paul Krugman recently wrote in 
the New York Times that,  “If Mr. Obama secures the 
nomination, the (media) honeymoon will be over…”  Obama 
is almost certainly at his peak in popularity among the 
general voting public.  No candidate can maintain their high 
favorables in America’s polarized political environment.  If 
he clinches the nomination, Senator Obama will receive 
some heavy media scrutiny.  The Clinton campaign has 
already unearthed a number of issues that are likely to 
haunt the Obama campaign in a general election.  Rezko, 
Obama’s ties to former members of the Weather 
Underground, and his liberal voting record will be covered 
in depth.    
 
GOP Thanks Hillary Clinton 
Of course, the Republicans won’t actually thank her, but 
they will be analyzing the impact of her negative advertising 
on Obama, and likely copying it.  It is no secret that 
Republican political professionals would rather run against 
Clinton than Obama.  Clinton’s public image is set.  She 
has baggage (high negatives) and Republicans know how 
to run against her.  That playbook is well-worn.  Obama is 
an entirely different challenge with a wider potential vote 
range.  Whereas Hillary Clinton’s vote percentage nationally 
is fairly predictable and narrow, Obama as a political 
newcomer has a higher upside and a lower downside.  
Clinton’s non-ideological attack on Obama’s experience in 
her “3 AM” ad is exactly the kind of spot a Republican 
campaign would test against Obama.  If it gets traction, but 
Obama holds on to win the nomination, expect Republican 
ad-makers to make this spot their own and run it heavily.  
The fact that Clinton’s campaign already has used this line 
of attack inoculates Republicans who might use it. 
 
Expect a Recession to Scramble the Debate 
America may not technically have a recession, but a period 
of stagnant growth is almost certainly in the cards.  This will 
make America’s already testy voters even angrier.  Expect 
vigorous criticism of politicians who voted for the 
bankruptcy reform bill.  Now that America is in a credit 
crunch, credit card companies and banks are in for some 
significant scapegoating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It’s a Dangerous World   
Foreign policy issues won’t take a holiday just 
because America is having her election.  The 
possibility of at least one foreign policy wild card 
event is fairly strong.  Cuba’s leadership transition 
could melt down.  And even if it doesn’t, the 
embargo and how America responds to a new 
regime will be a hot issue in Florida.  Iran’s nuclear 
ambitions continue.  Hugo Chavez is not fading 
away anytime soon.  Iraq and Afghanistan will 
continue to make headlines and an unstable 
Pakistan will be the topic of at least one debate 
question.  Stagnant economic growth may 
dominate the discussion, but foreign policy and 
national security will not easily be pushed aside.   
 
The DLC Loses the Free Trade Issue in their Party 
America is almost certainly headed toward a 
pause in support for free trade and a resurgence 
of protectionism.  The Democratic primary 
(especially in Ohio) has undone much of the 
progress free traders have made within the 
Democratic party.   
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